Signature FLAVOR PROFILES
Ace of Hearts
Blackberry Raspberry Doughnut.

Ace of Spades
Chocolate Cheesecake.

All In
All In is a rich and creamy butter pecan ice cream, the only thing missing is the cone!

Banana Cream Pie
If you like banana cream pie, you'll love this. This e-juice was designed to be a banana cream pie
and taste just like it. We nailed that. This blend of banana, graham cracker, and a cream flavor gives
this a very great taste that will leave you wanting more. Sweet enough to not tire out on the flavor,
but sweet enough to give it a great flavor and allow it to be a nice all day vape.
Berry Blast
A nice mix of berries comes together for a nice, smooth taste of mixed berry. Unlike some other
flavors, this doesn't have a candy taste is more of a natural mixed berry. With a nice first taste of
berry, it lingers and slowly fades to a wonderful aftertaste that leaves you wanting more. Many
hours were put into making this a well balanced flavor with no single berry overpowering the other
to leave a well balanced mix that's just sweet enough.
Blackberry Bourbon
Tart blackberries and smooth bourbon come together to make a smooth and refreshing vape. This
is one of our favorite flavors!
Blue Raspberry
One of the best blue raspberry juices out there. We feel that we have nailed the flavor perfectly
without it being a mix of flavors that don't come close. Our blue raspberry doesn't have artifical
colors or artificial sweetners in it, just flavor that is pure awesome! Give it a try and we think you'll
agree!
Blueberry Muffin
If you like blueberry muffins, you'll love this. This e-juice was designed to be a muffin and taste just
like it. We nailed that. Sweet enough to not tire out on the flavor, but sweet enough to give it a great
flavor and allow it to be a nice all day vape.
Fish Food
What flavor is Fish Food you ask? Lemon, berries, and fruit pieces that will make you crave a glass of
milk.

signature FLAVOR PROFILES
Fruit Punch
Spiking the punch bowl at the senior prom is generally a good way to get expelled. Spiking the
punch bowl at Puckerfish is generally a good way to come up with a delicious new flavor! This cocktail of succulent cherry, sharply sour pineapple and savory peach juice, blended together with a
power-packed strawberry bite.
Fruit Yogurt Smoothie
One of our topsellers, this e-juice is a delightful blend of strawberry, banana and a little something
extra. Tastes much like the name, so if you have a penchant for fruit yogurt smoothies, this is
definitely the one for you! The taste simply oozes off the tongue. Succulent flavor, yet just mild
enough for an all-day vape!
Gram's Sugar Cookie
Warm, fresh sugar cookies with a hint of cinnamon and caramel, great for those cold winter days!
Grappleberry
Recently returning from a dangerous expedition through a tropical jungle, the Puckerfish team
brought back an exotic new delicacy - the Grappleberry. Jam-packed with the sweet-and-sour flavor
of grape, the pungent crisp of a freshly picked apple, and finished off with a delightful medley of
various berries, Grappleberry is sure to please the palette of both fruit-lovers and the sweet tooth
of candy fans.
Green Apple Kandy
A delicious, green apple candy flavor. It's sure to leave your mouth watering and wanting more.
Kandy Krinkles
Do you have a sweet tooth? Our Kandy Krinkles e-juice is a great choice to fill that gap. It's a nice
blend of a candy grape, cherry, and apple flavor that gives it a nice candy flavor. Hand crafted right
in our Ashland store, it is the favorite flavor of our mixologist here at Puckerfish. The blend comes
together to leave a nice sweet, but not too sweet mix that allows this flavor to be used as an all-day
vape.
Mmm... Melons!
A delightful blend of watermelon, honeydew, and just a hint of peach. Mmm Melons brings together
a great sweet flavor that is just perfect for making an all day vape. It's a wonderfully natural melon
flavor that hits the perfect point of sweetness without being too sweet. It resembles the taste of a
fresh fruit salad with every hit.
Pineapple Upside Down Cake
Science once told us we couldn't vaporise freshly-baked pastry, lined with a hint of cinnamon and
topped off with a generous serving of candied cherries and tangy carmelized pineapple. Turns out,
science is no match for the lab staff here at Puckerfish, who proudly present to you one of our most
delicious creations. Best served upside-down.
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Pink Lemonade
Lemonade with tangy grenadine added in to take you to a warmer place.
Pirate Butter Cream Pie
Yarr! Combining a robust collection of nuts, peanut butter, and indulgent chocolate, blended with a
rich mix of savory creams and a hint of bourbon into one flavor should be at least as illegal as piracy
on the high seas.* *Scurvy not included.
Pirate Juice
The preferred vape of your standard nautical mobster! A declicious apple and caramel followed by
rum.
Puckerfish
First it's sour, then it's sweet, but far from gone. Unless of course you consider 6ft billows of aromatic clouds as gone! Dripper's Dream Sourpuss is not only guaranteed to produce bordering-on-the-absurd quantities of vapor, but encompass your tongue in electrically charged citrus
power. And if there's anything a Dripper wants, it's power.
Rainbow Sherbert
This one will take you out of the cold days of winter and give you those warm and fuzzy memories
of a hot summer day sitting outside in a lawn chair with your feet in a kiddie pool. Ok, maybe not
but it's REAL tasty!
Royal Flush
Cinnamon Funnel Cake.
Sour Raspberry
Sweet Raspberry with a hint of menthol.
Strawberry Blonde
Sweet strawberry, tangy pomegranate, tart lemon and a touch of cool kolada all come together to
give you that sweet flavor that summer is all about.
The Joker
White Chocolate, Whiskey, Almond
Tropical Smoothie
Nothing beats sitting on the beach with your toes in the sand, enjoying an ice-cold smoothie. Unfortunately, coastal getaways aren't always available, but luckily you can drizzle the same sweetly
succulent mango, tangy pineapple, with a citrus-filled bite over your coils and indulge anywhere!
Zebra Zebra
Strawberry, watermelon and kiwi make for a great tasting vape that's not too sweet, not too mild
but it's just good.

